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A: If you have a raw file or an image
containing an embedded text you should be

able to copy the text into Notepad++,
select Find->Replace->Replace All and

search for . This is the regex and it should
work. Alternatively you can convert the file
to plain text using the program which you

mentioned, which will also work. edit: If you
have.txt I would suggest using the following
Regex for the ' ': \b\w* To do this, use "Find
what" and enter ^\w*$ and click find, then
"replace with" and enter \b\w* and if you

need to do this for some text file just
replace "Find what" with ^. Note that you
have to select "Regular expression" in the
"Find what" field. A: Notepad++ is a great

program, I use it all the time. Here's a
search and replace text to do what you
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asked: Find: \r Replace: That will replace all
lines with a (horizontal line). You could also
do it individually: Find: \r Replace: That will
replace \r and then any that follow. Effect of

bleeding on the release of free calcium
from calcium-loaded perfused pig hearts.
Isolated hearts from pigs were perfused

with a Krebs-Henseleit solution. Perfusion
flow was initiated at 100 ml/min and then

reduced to 10 ml/min. The Ca2+
concentration of the perfusion solution was
altered from 1.6 mM to 2.0 mM. Throughout

the perfusion study, the concentration of
cytosolic free Ca2+ was measured with

Fura 2. The response to a small (3 s) Ca2+
transients induced by single action

potential was compared to the response of
the same 3-s transients after having caused
a 2-s lag period. At a given concentration of

cytosolic free Ca2+, the first Ca2+
transient produced an increase in Ca2+

equal to 0.29 microM, whereas the second
Ca2+ transient produced an increase of

Ca2+ equal to 0.31 microM. The magnitude
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of the rise in the Ca2+ level associated with
the recovery of the first contraction was not

affected by a
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